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Alumnus tells grads
of Peace Corps option
By Laura Bestor
StaffW
riter

“ The Peace Corps is Cal Poly all over
again,” said a Cal Poly graduate and the
associate director for volunteer recruit
ment and selection for the Peace Corps.
Edward J. Slevin is visiting Cal Poly for
two days to increase the awareness of the
Peace Corps as an employment option for
Cal Poly students and graduates.
Slevin graduated from Cal Poly in 1938
with a degree in English. He is the nephew
of Julian A. MePhee, who was president of
Cal Poly from 1933 to 1966.
Slevin was student body president dur
ing the 1956-1937 school year.
“ The fìrst time around, Bob Bostrom
ran for president and 1 was his campaign
manager — he lost,” Slevin said. “ The
next year, I ran and Bob was my manager
— I won.” Bostrom is currently director of
housing at Cal Poly.
“ I had been coming to Cal Poly since 1
was a year old,” Slevin said. “ Every
summer I would spend about a month here
— I virtually grew up on the campus. 1
couldn’t think of going (to college) any
where else.”
Slevin was interested in journalism
when he attended Cal Poly. He said the
school only offered agricultural journalism
at the time, so he got his degree in
English.
“ That was less important,” he said. “ Cal
Poly was always my ideal.”
“ It was a very active campus. Everyone
you knew was doing something,” Slevin
said. “ People were different here. Where
else could you go and have two roommates
— one engineer and one ‘aggie*.
“ There were no fraternities or
sororities,” he said. “ Your whole social life
was geared around the campus. You knew
everyone on campus — it had nothing to

do with size, it was the attitude of the
faculty and students.”
Slevin said the pragmatic experience Cal
Poly students get is what the third world
needs. He said Cal Poly students are the
“ absolute natural” choice for the Peace
Corps. They possess the needed skills in
agriculture and science.
According to Slevin, there are a number
of Peace Corps volunteers who are Cal Po
ly alumni. There are currently ten active
volunteers, 240 returned volunteers and
24 who have been nominated.
Slevin first worked for the Peace Corps
in the early 1970s. He was country direc
tor in Western Samoa from 1970 to 1972,
and in Malaysia from 1972 to 1973. In
1973, he was named regional director for
Peace Corps programs in North Africa,
the Near East, Asia, and the Pacific.
Due to the Peace Corps five-year plan, a
person must spend as much time out of
the Peace Corps as in, Slevin said. Because
of this, he left the Peace Corps for 10
years. In 1984, he returned and served as
country director in the Phillipines. Last
August, he accepted his current position.
Slevin spent yesterday and will spend
today visiting faculty and key administators at Cal Poly. His visit is plan
ned in conjunction with the international
volunteer program ’s spring quarter
recruitment campaign at Cal Poly.
There will be a Peace Corps information
booth in the University Union Plaza today
and tomorrow from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
A program of slide photographs on
Honduras will be presented by Bill Mabie,
a Cal Poly alumnus and former Peace
Corps volunteer in Honduras, tonight at 8
p.m. in room 219 of the University Union.
A panel discussion on the importance of
agricultural development programs in
Third World countries will take place
tomorrow at 8 p.m. in room 113 of the
Agriculture Building.
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Beer ban aciopted for Rush
Fraternities move to create ‘healthier’ image
By John Kesecker
StaffW
rttar

Next fall some fraternal partygoers may be in for a shock;
the second week of Rush will be
alcohol-free.
“ We’re in the spotlight so
much that we have to go an extra
step to keep our image. This is
one way to prevent looking bad,”
says Alan VanderHorst, presi
dent of the Interfraternity Coun
cil.
The Rush committee for the
IFC made the decision last
Tuesday with a unanimous vote.
Terry Alberstein, chairman of
the Rush committee, says that

the decision is another step
toward having a completely dry
Rush.
“ Three years ago was the first
move when it was decided that
one day of Rush was to be dry,”
said Alberstein.
According to Alberstein, it is
the national trend to switch to a
dry Rush. Campuses such as
UCLA and San Diego State have
alread y made the change.
Presently, there are five
fraternities on campus that run a
dry Rush. VanderHorst sees the
IFC action as a positive one.
“ I think it’s a good thing. The
change is gradual to a fully dry
Rush. Within the next two or
Sec RUSH, page 11

Poly crops thrive despite drought
By Kathy Kenney
StaffW
ritar

K.M.CANNON/Muttanfl Dally

Gary Lapado, Cal Poly art major, naxt to hia aalf-portralt. Tha picture la
part of tha atudont art exhibit now open In the UU Gallerie. The exhibit will
run through Poly Royal.

C al
P o ly ’s School
of
Agriculture continues to imple
ment conservation methods to
fight the drought, said a school
official.
However, Associate Dean of
Agriculture Charles Crabb said
instructors will not close down
the student-run farms.
“ It is often difficult for people
to understand that we cannot
just stop farming to save water
because if we do, it is like not of
fering a computer or chemistry
lab,” said Crabb.
Because Cal Poly farms cannot
cut down on the water used for
crops and still maintain the
present standard of instruction,
the School of Agriculture is im
plementing new techniques to
cut down on water waste.
Crabb said good water conser
vation efforts are already used
where it is practical but in areas
where conservation could hinder
teaching, it is not used. He said
extra measures such as not
washing trucks are now being
taken.
At the dairy and food process
ing plants, a certain amount of
water is used for washing to
maintain a high health standard.
This will not be compromised,
Crabb said.
The majority of Cal Poly’s crop
area is used to grow “ dryground” crops that depend only
on rain for growth. Therefore,

It is often difficult
fo r people to unders
tand that we cannot
ju st stop farm ing to
save w ater because if
we do, it is like not o f
fering a com puter or
chemistry lab.
—Charles C rabb
Crabb said, the most significant
problem is the lack of run-off
water held in the reservoirs
which is available for irrigation
crops.
Cal Poly’s main water source
comes from Whale Rock reser
voir which it shares with San
Luis Obispo. Under agreement
with the city. Cal Poly is not
restricted in its water use.
“ Our (common) sense says,
however, if the city and region
are short of water, we are too,”

Crabb said, “ and we should be
doing our part to make sure
Whale Rock holds some reserve.”
Laser
and
earth-m oving
equipment level fields so irriga
tion water will be evenly
distributed. This alone, he said,
could conserve water up to 20
percent.
Changing
from
inefficient
sprinkler systems to a drip ir
rigation system in Cal Poly’s
vineyard is another measure
designed for less evaporation and
water loss.
However, Crabb said these new
systems have some complica
tions. Since the new system does
not allow grass to grow in be
tween vineyard rows for ground
protection during winter rains,
the old system will have to re
main in place for minimal use to
prevent erosion.
Another concern is the cost of
the new equipment.
But Crabb said because the
equipment is expensive, the
School of Agriculture will have
to consider a redirection of
rescources.

Inside
ASI

Elections are coming up tom orrow and
Thursday. For the low-down on presidential and
vice presidential candidates, senators, polling
places and times, see pages 6 and 7
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Vet keeps assault rifle by bed to fight gangs in L.A.
The recent uproar over semi
automatic rifles and the pro
spects of a state ban on the sale
and possession of them, got me
thinking about Joey. He’s the
brother of my good friend Mark.
Joey fought in Vietnam, jungle
warfare, in 1967 and 1968. He
won three purple hearts, twice
for being shot by the North
Vietnamese Army and once by a
scared private.
“ The NVA tried like hell to kill
me,” Joey said. “ But it took one
of our own guys to nearly send
me home in a body bag.”
My recent interest in Joey
came about when Mark told me
Joey had ju st bought a
Chinese-made AK-47 for $100.
“ It’s brand new,’’ Mark said,
“ still in the crate and never been
fired.”
I caught Joey just after he’d
finished dinner and was relaxing
with a beer. It was long distance
to Anaheim, so I cut out the
chatter and got to the point.
“ So,” 1 said, “ you just bought
an AK-47, huh?"
“ Did Mark tell you that?” he
demanded to know. “ He ought to
learn to keep his mouth shut. I
suppose you’re going to try to
talk me into getting rid of it.
Well, forget it.”
I explained to him that all I
wanted to do was talk to him. He

distinct sound of any weapon. I
got my 47 loaded and stashed
next to the bed.”
I’d never known Joey to be the
kind of man I could reason with.
He’s always been deliberate in
his actions and attitudes. Once
his mind is made up he usually
sticks to his decisions and won’t
hesitate to fight for a principle.
Trying to show him that this gun
w o u ld n ’t so lv e
a n y th in g
wouldn’t be easy.
“ How old is Jaime now?” 1
asked him. “ Six or seven? What
are you going to do if she gets
hold of that gun and there’s an
accident?”
“ I’ve taught her about guns
since she was 4 years old,” he
said. “ She knows that Dad’s
guns are not to be played with
and that they can hurt people
real bad. I’m not worried about
her too much. My wife Debbie is
a different story though. She’s
got a mean streak and when she
decides against something you
can’t change her mind.
“ So far though she hasn’t
hassled me too much about my
new rifle. If Jaime weren’t as
smart as she is there’d be pro
blems.”
I had to change direction if 1
was going to get Joey to see the
light.
“ What happens if they ban

admitted the gun was too much
firepower for hunting.
“ H unting in the woods
maybe,” he said, “ but there’s a
lot of hunting going on in the ci
ty. It’s crazy down here. You
don’t know what it’s like. Living
in San Luis Obispo is easy.
“ Down here it’s like a
nightmare. Ambulances and cops
race down the street every night
and you can hear gunshots in the
distance. Used to be pistols and
shotguns, but lately it’s been
Uzis and 47s.
“ It’s like I was in Vietnam
again. That sound, you never
forget it. An AK-47 has the most

your gun?” 1 said. “ Then you’ll
be the criminal. Will you turn it
in?”
“ Never,” he answered. “ They
can make all the laws they want.
It won’t stop people from having

blocks from here. The Crips are
selling crack right out in the
street. If you don’t buy it they’re
liable to blow your brains out.
I’m carrying my 9mm in the car.
“ It used to be you were safe in

The cops are running scared and I d o n ’t blame
them . W hen all you have is a service revolver
and some teen-ager pulls out an AK-47 and
starts blasting everything in sight, what the hell
are you supposed to do?

these guns. It won’t stop the
killing. Cocaine is against the
law. It’s that same law that gives
people the incentive to buy guns
and fight for turf to peddle that
crap. It’s the root of the problem.
“ Besides, any law they pass is
gonna be challenged in the
courts. The NRA will see to that
for me. It’ll be years before it’s
all settled.”
There was about 10 seconds of
silence and then I said, “ Why
don’t you move up here where
it’s safer, Joey? Leave L.A.
behind and get out.”
“ No,” he said. “ These bastards
ain’t gonna drive me out. You
know they got a rock house two

your house. These gangs have no
respect for life. A couple of mon
ths ago they shot a two-year-old
in his front yard. The cops are
running scared and I don’t blame
them. When all you have is a
service revolver and some teen
ager pulls out an AK-47 and
starts blasting everything in
sight, what the hell are you sup
posed to do?”
I told him a gun wasn’t the
answer. I used that old Marvin
Gaye line that only love conquers
hate. He said I was a fool.
“ The only thing,” he said,
“ that will stop these gangs is vi
olence. It’s all they understand.
It’s all they respect.”

banned) and bicycles on campus,
concluded that current restric
tions were extremely difficult to
enforce without a foot patrol.
Banning bicycles would not only
complicate Public Safety’s job,
but I’m afraid it would be abused
by students that know they can
get away with riding on campus.

supporting the proposed bike
lanes in the inner perimeter of
campus before it’s too late.

Letters to the Editor
Sanders exhibits
ASi experience
Editor — I would like to com
mend both of the candidates for
the office of ASI vice president.
These ladies have shown true
professionalism and sportsman
ship throughout the race. There
has been none of the name calling
or mudslinging that has come to
characterize today’s political
elections.
I have had the chance to work
extensively with both of these
professionals throughout the
year as an ASI senator and can
speak from experience of
workshop discussion as well as
committee work. It is from this
experience that I have chosen
Ellen Sanders as the superior
candidate. Ellen has been an ef
fective leader throughout her
term as a senator, always cham
pioning the cause of students.
She has the experience of runn
ing an ASI senate meeting as
well as sitting in as vice chair
occasionally. As a senator serv
ing on the University Union Ex
ecutive Committee, she has
shown careful consideration for
all students’ best interests before
making a decision. Finally, she
has shown the responsibility to

a tten d
all regular senate
workshops and meetings, in ad
dition to the many meetings for
the various committees on which
she serves.
I urge all of you to thoroughly
consider which candidate you
will choose on April 19 and 20.
Ellen Sanders is a very capable
and experienced candidate wor
thy of your consideration.
Michael J. Gomes, senator
School of Agriculture

Huffman brings
new blood to ASI
Editor — It amazes me that on
this resume-conscious campus
that two top elected positions go
practically uncontested. Do the
ASI president and vice president
offices really require more work
and energy than they are worth?
Is it because there are no issues
to debate? Is it general campus
apathy?
Cal Poly is a great school, but
its success and level of achieve
ment also depend on the in
volvement of its students. The
years spent obtaining an educa
tion at Cal Poly should not be

CUT

Marcus von Engel

Put bike lanes
through campus
Editor — 1 authored ASI Reso
lu tio n
89-09 to place a
moratorium on further banning
of bicycles, while recommending
that designated bicycle lanes be
placed throughout the inner
perim eter to p ro tec t both
pedestrians and cyclists. The
task force that was formed last
quarter to investigate problems
with
skateboards
(currently

by Berke Breathed

BLOOM COUNTY
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taken for granted. Students need
to become more involved in their
university and their ASI. Each
quarter students pay an ASI and
UU fee, and the decision on how
this money is to be spent
shouldn’t rest just on those who
volunteer to fill an elected'
vacancy. I feel it should be hotly
contested.
We need a difference in our
ASI. I urge you to support
Teresa Huffman as our next ASI
vice president. I believe she can
begin changes that will set a
precedent for more active in
volvement in ASI. Thank you.

íUTZé F/eces
OF 10/Ler
FfíPEF r

B ike
la n e s
d e s ig n a te d
throughout the inner perimeter
would alleviate these unneces
sary bans, protect our freedoms,
increase campus safety and allow
Public Safety to do better things
with its time. I urge the student
body to voice its opinion and de
fend its endangered privileges by

M ustang
D a il y
The newspaper
for Cal Poly.
Since 1916

Daniel R. Fitzpatrick
ASI senator

Letters Policy
The Mustang Daily wel
comes your letters. Letters
to the editor must be signed
and should contain no more
than 150 words. All letters
are subject to cuts for
length and become the pro
perty of the Daily.
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Commentary
The domestic arms race

Hunter S.
Thompson

by Jay Garner

No more Semper Fi
Dear Ollie:
... One o f the many things /
have to be thankful fo r is the
way in which you have performed
under fire in tough situations.
Your dedication to the hostage
thing and Central America gives
me cause fo r great pride.
— George Bush, Thanksgiving
1985, Postcard to Oliver North

market. ... And then came that
ugly little brute of a dog from
Bud Lite, who scooped up 20
percent of the market in one
year. ...
And that was the end of Spiro,
as far as beer was concerned. He
went to work for Arabs and arms
dealers, but his work proved un
satisfactory, and he was even
dropped from “ Who’s Who.” ...
SPIRO AGNEW was in court After that, he moved aimlessly
again last week, and George about the country for a while,
Bush wasn't. They are both speaking extemporaneously to
former vice presidents, but Rotary luncheons.
George has a way with powerful
Then he settled, like just
people that Agnew never learned. another rich loser, in Rancho
... It is mainly a matter of Mirage, Calif. — not far away
smart over dumb, but it is also a from the Betty Ford Treatment
matter of lawyers.
Center for millionaire boozers
If Agnew had John Gotti's and dope fiends. Gerald Ford,
lawyers, he might be president Agnew's successor as vice presi
today. And if George Bush had dent (the man who eventually
Brendan Sullivan for his personal pardoned Nixon), lives just
attorney in the White House, in around the corner on Sand Dune
stead of C. Boyden Gray, he Road.
might be sleeping a lot easier on
It is an attitude that seems to
some of these troubled nights.
have been passed like a filthy
It was a crude little tax matter torch from Agnew to Ford — and
this time, but Agnew lost any now to George Bush, as he
way. He is running the second- stands before the camera, flank
longest losing streak in Ameri ed by steely-eyed advisers and
can jurisprudence, behind the refusing to comment on Oliver
late Ted Bundy, and nobody can North’s charges that Bush, in
slow him down. ... Spiro has an the words of the New York
attitude, and it has taken him a Times, “ may have played a far
long way in this world, despite a more powerful role than he
record of shame, guilt and public previously acknowledged in ar
humiliation in the courts, the ranging aid to the contras.”
Congress and every other place
He was guilty of something:
where he has put his low-rent That has been clear all along.
But nobody could say what it
criminal soul up for judgment.
Agnew has no shame, and it is was. ... That is the history of
hard to deal with people like George Bush’s long and pro
that. In the latest episode, a sperous life in government ser
C alifornia state tax appeals vice. His fin g e rp rin ts are
board ruled S-0 against him for everywhere — from the oilfields
trying to collect a $24,197 refund of Texas to Beijing, working
on a bogus tax deduction for always for the hardballers and
repaying the state of Maryland war hawks — but his hands re
$268,462
in
c o u rt-o rd ere d main somehow clean.
restitution, fines and interest
Nobody can explain it. But
stemming from criminal bribery nobody really cared — until
charges from the good old days D em ocrats tapped M ichael
when he was governor of Dukakis, perhaps their feeblest
Maryland and vice president of warrior, to go into the tank and
generate a tidal wave of despair
the United States.
Agnew called it a deduction — and confusion that caused
like some routine charity gift to George Bush to be elected presi
the Cranial Palsy Foundation or dent.
Ah, memories, memories. ...
a business trip to Reno. The
state Board of Equalization was It was Ed Meese, as I recall, who
horrified at his outburst of naked made the first public disclosure
of what would come to be called
dumb greed.
The same berserk greed got the “ Iran-contra scandal.” And it
Sec Thompson, back page
Agnew kicked out of Washington
16 years ago when he was caught
taking brown bags of cash under
his desk in the vice president’s
office. ...
That was kickback money from
Maryland highway contractors,
Even though I don’t agree
routine bribes owed to Agnew
with
the Young Americans for
from his recent term as governor
Freedom, I have to admire
of that state. ... And he got huf
them. Dissent at this school,
fy when people suggested im
the bastion of indifference, is
propriety in the spectacle of
so few and far between you
two-bit thugs and fixers from
learn to appreciate any sound
downtown Baltimore lined up in
of protest. Even if it’s only six
front of the vice president’s of
people.
fice every morning with soiled
Still, at times I find it
brown bags in their hands.
unbelievable
when the folks
Not even Nixon could stomach
here at Poly don’t work to
it. Agnew was cast adrift and
make this a better school.
eventually pleaded Nolo Con
Now, I’m not talking about
tendere to charges of evading
senior projects, working hard
taxes on kickbacks totaling
in a club or just plain hitting
$147,500.
the books. We do plenty of
Bribery charges were dropped,
that, and we do it well. What I
and Agnew was allowed to flee to
mean is working to make
Denver, where he signed on as
state-allocated resources bet
road-man for Coors at three
ter.
times the salary he was making
We’re not talking about
(officially) as vice president.
But that didn’t last long. Coors
some esoteric political belief or
cult religion. It’s our school —
put him up against the Miller
it’s what makes it tick. 1, like
Lite gang and blew about II
many others, was sold on what
percent of the watery beer

The National Rifle Association
(NRA) — our nation’s foremost
guardian of the right to bear
arms — has gone too far in its
campaign to keep semi-automatic
assault rifles legal. And it’s pay
ing the price.
The NRA is one of the most
powerful lobbying organizations
in the country. This multi-million
dollar organization can have a
politician who favors any sort of
gun control running for his
political life with one phone call.
But the NRA started a real
battle when it came out in sup
port of keeping assault rifles
available to the general public. A
battle it’s losing.
The Bush administration, at
the suggestion of drug czar
William Bennett, has placed a
temporary ban on the import of
specific assault rifles from five
foreign manufacturers.
And the California State
Assembly passed a bill banning
the sale of 40 specific assault ri
fles.
The NRA maintains that if
government is allowed to ban
assault rifles, then soon they will
be going after hunting rifles,
some of which are sem i
automatic.
This is ridiculous. The Federal
and California government bans
single out specific assault rifles
like the AK-47 and the Uzi.
They’re not out to take away the
hunter’s rifle.
We’re talking apples and

oranges here. Assault rifles are
designed and built for a single
purpose: to kill as many people
as quickly as possible. Hunting
rifles are designed to hunt game.
An official spokesperson for
the
NRA told
N ew sw eek
magazine, "T he whole thing
(banning assault rifles) is a farce,
and the general public better
wake up. This has nothing to do
with assault weapons — they
w ant
to
ban
all
se m i
automatics.’’
But apparently, the general
public never fell asleep, because
they feel that this has everything
to do with assault rifles. A
Newsweek poll shows that 72
percent of Americans favor a ban
of semi-automatic assault-type
weapons.
In addition to losing the sup
port of the general public, the
NRA is alienating police forces
around the country.
From a police officer’s point of
view, the idea that anyone can
walk into a gun shop, sign a piece
of paper declaring that he or she
has never been convicted of a
felony and is not mentally ill, and
walk out with a semi-automatic
assault rifle is pretty scary.
This is exactly what Patrick
Purdy, the Stockton schoolyard
killer did. And this is what gang
members and drug dealers across
the country can do.
The average police officer is at
a major disadvantage against a
criminal with a semi-automatic

assault rifle. Especially since
many of these weapons can easi
ly be converted to fully
automatic fire.
“ Law enforcement is eventual
ly going to lose the domestic
arms race,” an FBI agent told
Newsweek.
This is not the first time the
NRA’s paranoid idealism has
angered the nation’s police. In
1985 and 1986, the NRA opposed
a bill that would ban Tefloncoated bullets — specifically
designed to pierce police officers’
bullet-proof vests.
Ever seen a deer wearing a
bullet-proof vest?
The bill eventually passed, but
the damage to the relationship
between the NRA and the police
was already done.
Unless the NRA wants to con
tinue losing the support of the
public and the police, and as a
result, much of its power, it is
going to have to back off on its
policy to fight anything that
remotely resembles gun control.
The NRA has always used the
Second Amendment, the public’s
right to bear arms, to justify its
actions.
But the right to bear semi
automatic assault rifles? That’s
quite a stretch of the Second
Amendment.
I wonder what the Founding
Fathers would think.
Jay Garner is a Junior
mechanical engineering.
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Cal Poly's crowning defeat
by Stewart M cKenzie
our public relations depart
ment told us. Cal Poly is a
great school, the best in the
eSU system and one of the
best on the West Coast.
And . yet we’re getting
short-changed. The new Ag
Sciences building, though it’s a
$7 million building, falls short
of its goals. Buildings, mostly
for the purpose of faculty of
fices, will spring up on some of
the last open space in the core
campus, like Poly Grove.
Millions have and still are be
ing invested in OASIS, a
system that seems more of a
benefit to the bureaucrats, not
the students.
But the crowning defeat is
Kennedy Library. Kennedy
Library has been a good
library but that may be coming
to an end. They’re broke. Over
the last two years the library
can’t take requests for new

periodicals, and the ones they
do have are being slashed. Of
ficials at the library are predic
ting just over a thousand
books will be purchased in
1991-1992, which will not
sig n ifican tly add to the
660,000 books there now. New
equipment such as on-line
computers and updates to old,
tired equipm ent such as
microfiches or tape recorders
can’t be done. The budget
hovers at about $1.2 million, a
drop in the bucket for this
campus.
Why are we shortchanging
our library? The library is our
preserver of history and a main
research tool for faculty, staff,
students and the community.
It’s the quiet study area we
students can’t find in a dorm
or apartment. It is the base of
a great education institution.
“ But we’re not a research

campus,” someone said to me
recently. Just because we don’t
do research means we can’t
keep up-to-date on the latest
developments in our fields?
Berkeley (which, granted, is a
research institution) has sev
eral million books on its
shelves. Even party-hearty UC
Santa Barbara has a library
with well over a million books.
Cal Poly is still a good
school, especially for the
money. The PR people didn’t
lie to us. But if this school
doesn’t rethink its priorities
soon, we will die. The CSU
system has budget problems,
and may always have budget
problems in light of Props. 13
and 98. But let’s not ignore the
fundamental reasons of why
we’re here.
<

Stewart McKenzie is a junior
Journalism major.
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Future teachers to train at Grover City center
By Kathryn Hulls
Staff W
ritar

Cal Poly and the Lucia Mar
Unified School District have col*
laborated to introduce the first
Professional Development Center
at Grover City Elementary
School.
The center is open to all stu
dents seeking a creditial to teach
elementary and middle school.
“ This is the first of a series,”
said Len Davidman, multiple
subject program coordinator.
“ Within two to three years, more
multiple subject credential pro
grams are coming and there may
be versions for single subject
teaching credentials.”

The Professional Development
Center was created to help stu
dents interested in a teaching
credential.
“ Next winter quarter, 100 stu
dents will be placed in student
teacher positions,” Davidman
said. “ Most will find out their
assignment early December.”
In the Professional Develop
ment Center, students chosen for
the Grover City assignment will
meet with the cooperating teach
er, their university supervisors in
May, visit the class from
September to December, and
begin student teaching in
January.
“ They will be introduced to the
Grover City Elementary faculty

from Lucia Mar Unified School
District, Davidman and two
other representativesfrom the
Education Department, is inter
viewing for eight students to at
tend the Professional Develop
ment Center.
The decision was to start small
and to increase to 12 students
next year, Davidman said.
Recommendations
for
the
assignment will be based on at
tendance at one or more of the
orientation meetings and at the
team building meeting at Grover
City.
It will also be based on par
ticipation in special school
district and site orientation, vol
unteer observation in selected

on Aug. 30 and treated like new
teachers,” Davidman said. “ This
is a more professional, lower anx
iety approach.”
The initial goal is to create a
rich environment for professional
development of all educators and
enhance the learning of the 6S0
students at Grover City Elemen
tary School.
“ The concept was initiated by
the education department at Cal
Poly,” he said. “ The Teacher
Education Institute is charged
with increasing the level of col
la b o ra tio n
between school
districts in professional prepara
tion of teachers.”
A selection committee com
posed of three representatives

classroom activities during fall
quarter, completion of the rela
tionship to methods courses at
Cal Poly. To be considered, one
must also be a contributing
member to a professional team.
The first orientation meeting
was held on April 11 at Cal Poly.
“ Many came to the first orien
tation and will make their deci
sion after the second meeting,”
Davidman said. “ Out of those
applying, 15 to 20 percent have
expressed great interest.”
The second orientation will be
held Tuesday, April 18 from 3-4
p.m. at Grover City Elementary.
“ It will be a very intense
meeting,” he said, “ and a very
powerful experience.”

Poly grad wins national teaching award
By Kathryn B nindlo
Si«ff \fcrn*f

, A Cal Poly graduate student
recently won a national competi
tion for a lesson he taught sev
enth graders.
Ward Engles entered the Na
tional Student Teaching Com
p etitio n by sending in a
videotape of an English lesson on
“ clustering” that he taught to
his seventh graders while stu
dent teaching at Atascadero
Junior High School.
Clustering is a brainstorming
technique used to gather ideas.
The ideas are then categorized
and a story is formulated from
them.
Engles was able to enter this
competition because he is a

member of the National Educa
tion Association.
Because Engles is one of six
semi-finalists in California and
neighboring eight states, he will
be flown to Washington D.C.
where he will be awarded S500
and asked to teach the same
lesson plan to a group of stu
dents while being ju d g ^ on the
spot. If he wins in Washington
he will be awarded $2,500.
Engles said his class was an
applied nine-point 30-minute
lesson plan. He first attempted
to get the students’ attention by
asking them a question they
could relate to.
He then told them the history
and usefullness of clustering and
asked them to partiepate in help
ing him cluster a word. Then, he

allowed his students to cluster on
their own and make a story from
their words.
Engles graduated from Cal Po
ly in 1987 with a B.A. in English.
He had a six-month internship
with a law firm in San Francisco,
but found his interests and tal
ents were in teaching.
He is presently completing 12
units of student teaching at Ar
royo Grande High School and
upon completion will apply for
his credentials.
“ Student teaching is very try
ing and because there’s no in
come, you really need a lot of
support behind you. I’m very
thankful to my parents for that.”
He said his father is a teacher
at Shandon Junior High School.
“ I’d like to stay on the Central

Coast and teach,” said Engles.
“ It’s my home, I grew up in Paso
Robles, and here is where I’d like
to stay.”
“ I’d prefer to stay in public
schools,” Engles said, “ because
that’s how I’ve been trained to
teach.”
Engles is the R.^ional Vice
P resident for the Student
California Teachers Association.
He said there are about 1,800
student teachers in it statewide
and he is trying to start a
chapter at Cal Poly with the 18
members from San Luis Obispo.
Engles said if he wins the
competition in Washington May
1-4 and is awarded $2,500, he will
give the money to his parents
and have a lot of people to thank.

Mustang Daily
s e e k s n e w e d ito r
It's time again to fill the
position of editor in chief for the
year to come.
Applicants need not be
journalism majors, but must have
taken Reporting I and II, copy
editing I and II and have been a
reporter for Mustang Daily for two
quarters.
Resumes, clips and cover letters
should be addressed to April Karys,
Editor, at the Mustang Daily or left
in the editor's mailbox in Mustang
Daily by Monday, May 1.
Interviews with the editor, then
the Mustang Daily publisher's
board, will be arranged immediately
thereafter.
For more information, contact
April Karys at the Mustang Daily,
756-1143.

HAIR SALE
Alba Pneumatic
Steno Chair

• 5 Colors
• Steel Base
• 2 Yr. Guarantee
• 50 In Stock

Alba
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VOTE "NO" on

the ASI Resolution
We need more student representation, not less.

TOM BKKKNGER
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STOP

STUDENT

F EE

INCREASES:

• Last quarter the University Union fee went up $ 3 , next quarter $2
a $5 increase and we already had the highest UU fee in the CSU.
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Dream
Team
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• «• “ IRRESISTIBLE, A GEM !'

A U o^ meets gut story
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STOP

PAYING

FOR

NEW

BUILDINGS:

• The new Foundation Building is being built at our expense;
textbook prices are above list price and the highest in the CSU.
• The proposed Children's Center will be paid for with our ASI fee.
• The proposed Rec Center is being paid for with our UU fee.
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Disorganized
Crime

STOP

WASTEFUL

BUREAUCRATIC

SPENDING:

• The UU Executive Director has added, without justification,
a new position, "Assistant to the Executive Director".
• The UU budget has more than $28,000 for travel.
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OART r m
SAT. -SUN
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We need representation.

Don't give it up.
paid for by Kenneth M. Wilson
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Stanford conducts state’s
first election by computer
STANFORD, Calif. (AP) —
It’s only a student body vote,
W e’re observing the
but state officials will be wat*
Stanford election as
ching closely this week when
an interesting ex
Stanford University holds the
first election by computer in
perim ent. C om puters
California.
are becoming in
If voter turnout is as big as
organizers hope, the election
creasingly useful in a
Tuesday and Wednesday could
variety of ways. One
be the largest in the United
of those ways could
States ever conducted on com
puters and a harbinger of general
be elections.
elections in the 21st century.
— John M o tt- S m ith ^
The Stanford computers will be
programmed with a variety of
safeguards to discourage hackers elections.”
and vote fraud. If the voter tries
An election last week at
som ething funny with the Boston University drew 3,159
keyboard, for example, the com voters, believed to be the largest
puter will make noise to summon turnout at a computer election so
a poll watcher.
far in the United States. Stan
“ We’re observing the Stanford ford’s enrollment of 13,000 is
election as an interesting ex smaller than BU’s, but a typical
perim ent,” said John Mott- Stanford election draws about
Smith, coordinator of voter 5,000 voters, organizers said.
outreach programs for the
“ It was very simple, a lot
California secretary of state’s of easier than the old system,” said
fice. “ Computers are becoming BU senior Colin Dodd, who used
increasingly useful in a variety of a Macintosh “ mouse,” a hand
ways. One of those ways could be held device that transmits in-

structions to the computer, to
make his choices instead of a pen
or pencil.
Though though system at
Boston got generally good
reviews, a disk failure caused 248
votes last week to go uncounted.
A computer scientist is checking
to see whether the missing votes
can be retrieved, but they
weren’t enough to have affected
the outcome of any of the races
there anyway.
Although California has no
plans to hold computerized elec
tions, officials are intrigued by
Stanford’s experiment and hope
to see how secure and “ userfriendly” the system proves to
be. The election is expected to
cost at least $3,000 less than the
$13,000 spent last year, and
allow votes to be counted within
two hours instead of five days.
“ It’s interesting for us to see
how the bright minds of Stanford
University, in conjunction with
Silicon Valley, are going to deal
with the questions of how voters
interact with the equipment,”
Mott-Smith said.

Diablo shuts Unit 2 down again
R estart failed, o ffic ia ls su spect e le c tric a l problem
SAN LUIS OBISPO, Calif. (AP)
— An electrical malfunction ap
parently caused the Unit 2 reac
tor at Diablo Canyon nuclear
power plant to shut down during
restart procedures, a utility
spokesman said Monday.
Restart of the reactor, shut
down for a week because of a
cooling system leak, began
Saturday and was at 53 percent
c a p a c ity
w hen
S u n d ay ’s
malfunction shut it down at 8:04
p.m., said Pacific Gas & Electric
spokesman Chuck Peterson.
“ The cause of the malfunction

is under investigation,” Peterson
said, adding it was unclear when
another restart might begin.
First, he said, “ we must identify
what caused it to trip last
night.”
The malfunction occurred in
Unit 2’s non-nuclear section,
Peterson said.
At full power the reactor sup
plies l.l million kilowatts to l.l
million people.
It was shut down April 8
because of a leak in a pressurizer
safety valve, which helps main
tain constant pressure on its

cooling system. The valve opens
if pressure in the reactor cooling
system exceeds proper levels.
The valve was leaking low-level
radioactive water at the rate of
two-tenths of a gallon per minute
into a containment system called
the pressurizer release tank. No
radioactivity escaped from the
system.
Safety standards allow a leak
up to 10 gallons a minute, the
utility said.
The Unit I reactor, which has
continued to operate at l(X) per
cent, also generates l.l million
kilowatts.

State

Condor chick begins 3-day
hatch; will be 29th bird
SAN DIEGO (AP) — A
California condor chick began
the struggle to break out of its
eggshell and should emerge as
the latest addition to the near
ly extinct species by Wednes
day, the San Diego Wild
Animal Park said Tuesday.
A “ pip” or dime-sized hole in
the shell was detected by con
dor keepers late Sunday night
and signaled the start of the
anticipated three-day hatching
process, park spokesman Tom
Hanscom said.
“ If the bird does not show
signs of hatching by itself in
72 hours, then we will step in
and help it out of its egg.”
Hanscom said. “ We are look
ing at a hatch sometime Wed
nesday afternoon or Wednes
day evening. It is possible the
egg will hatch before the 72hour mark.”
A successful hatch would
raise the population of North
America’s condors to 29.
Of the 28 California condors
known to exist, 14 are at the
Wild Animal Park and 14 are
at the Los Angeles Zoo. The
last known free-flying Califor
nia condor was captured in
April 1987, and efforts to save
the species rest with the cap
tive breeding program.
Over the next 48 hours, the
chick was expected to spend
most of its time shifting posi
tions within the egg to free
itself of membranes and gain
leverage for its final assault on

the shell. Typically, a chick
pecks a concentric circle to
“ cap,” or knock off the top one
third of the shell.
Condor keepers have the egg
under a 24-hour watch and are
prepared to assist the chick by
breaking away bits of shell
with their fingers and peeling
away membrane with tweezers,
Hanscom said.
Chances are the chick will
need human help to hatch.
“ There have been no self
hatches among 14 chicks hat
ched (in captivity),” Hanscom
said. “ So little is known of the
natural hatching process for
the California condor that t ^
may
n a tu r a lly
r e q u ir e
a ssistan ce.
W e’ve
never
observed a mother condor in
the nest and its quite possible
the mother helps extricate the
chick as we do.”
Sisquoc was the first
California condor chick to be
hatched in captivity, the pro
duct of an egg that was snat
ched from a nest in the wild in
1983 and artificially incubated.
A year ago, Molloko became
the first California condor to
be conceived and born in cap
tivity.
The mating pair that pro
duced Molloko laid two of the
four fertile condor eggs pro
duced at the Wild Animal Park
and Los Angeles Zoos since
February. Their first egg, laid
Feb. 21 at the park, is the one
nearing hatch.

5C COPIES • 5C
OPEN TO
M ID N IG H T
M O N - THURS

Your Full-Service COPY a n d GRAPHICS C en ter
PRINT-QUALITY COPIES
TYPESEHING
RESUMES
STATS & M o r e . . .

FRIDAYS TO 6:00
SATURDAYS
10:00 TO 5:00

SELF-SERVE

MACS
$6.00/h r
Laser Prints 35c

FOOTHILL PLAZA • 775 FOOTHILL BLVD. • SAN LUIS OBISPO • 544-3625

Apply in Groups of Four
-two bedroom townhouses
-two bedroom flats

DON'T BE
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SHOP AT THE NEARBY
CAMPUS STORE
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ASI
’ By Cass Caulfield
StaH M/htar

handled the condom issue this
year?

Recently the candidates for
ASl president and vice president
were questioned on a variety of
issues concerning the university
and ASl. The following are their
responses;

A:‘‘l thought it was handled
with professionalism and I think
the senate did a good job putting
students’ wants and desires first,
and voted as such. The issue
directly affects students and
therefore their views should be
heard directly.”

icardo Echeverría, a
junior
agricultural
management major, is
running unopposed fo r
the position o f ASI president. His
A SI experience includes: two
years as an ASI senator, chair
man o f A Si's Academic Commis
sion and o f its Administrative
Commission, and member o f
A Si's Long-Range Planning
Committee, Agricultural Council,
and the Foundation/Student
Relations Committee.
Q:How do yoa feel llie senate

Q: What are your thoughts on
the 10 percent rise in CSC fees for
next year?

A;” I don't think most students
know exactly what the fee in
crease is for and I’d like to see
more of an effort by the CSC in
explaining to students exactly
where their money is going.”
Q:What are your thoughts on
CAPTCRE and its effectiveness
in handling the registration pro*
cess?

STUDENTS BRING YOUR I.D.

San L u it Obispo

QtNcxI year, what is something
you will especially strive toward
getting accomplished in ASl?

A:” l think the whole image of
ASl has improved. This year
students have been more aware of
what ASl is and what it does.
That alone is one of the biggest
accomplishments of ASl because
when there is increased awareness
there is also increased involve
ment.”

A:Echeverria would like to see
more forms of open communica
tion in ASl through publicized
open forums. He would also like
to see more involvement in ASI
and more competition for posi
tions.
“ Too often people expect ASI
to come up with the issues, and
I’d like the student body to come
to ASI with issues and see if ASI
can move them on.”
Echeverría would also like to
continue progress on the possibil
ity of building a greek row in the
future.

Q:What do you feel are your
qualifications for the position of
ASl president?

MEAL

A:“ Number one would be my
experience, which is necessary
because with experience comes
knowledge of ASl and knowing

AT
970 Higuera

Q:What do you feel was ASI’s
greatest accomplishment this
year?

A:” I am deFinitely against
shortening it to one week. The
reason it was two weeks in the
first place was a compromise be
tween the faculty who wanted it
to be one week, and the students
who wanted it to be three weeks.
Students need time to arrange
their work, school, and extracur
ricular schedules and two weeks is
the optimal amount of time to do
that.”

A:” You’ve got to understand
that all the mistakes of CAR were

OFF ANY

the most effective way of getting
things done. Also, I enjoy work
ing with people and as president
you have to be a hard worker and
also a people-type person, which I
feel comfortable with.”

Q:What arc your thoughts on
the possibility of shortening the
add/drop period to one week?

ATTENTION
FOR

picked up by CAPTURE and its
an infant program, it’s just a
matter of letting it mature. I
think its an excellent addition to
Cal Poly and in time it is going to
be perfected.”

544-6193

condom
year?

A:” As far as speaking to clubs,
it wouldn’t be different at all. I
am still speaking to about seven
to eight clubs a night because
students need to know
who I am, and what I am about.”
Echeverría said the only area it
would be different is financially,
because he would have spent
more money than he did and he
would have more posters and
signs up on campus.

T

Q:How do you feel the senate

Where non-fat milk comes from

Rhodes, Crete and San
torini. Dine on the
finest Greek cuisine
and wine. Sail azure
seas on board a superb
Epirotiki cruise ship.
Party all night!

You've laughed at Leigh Rubin's hilarious
cartoon R U B E8* m your newspaper. Now
it's AVAILABLE IN PAPERBACK! 9 6 pages
stuffed with over 180 hysterical cartoons.
Servi $ 4 .9 5 + $ 1 .5 0 postage 5 handling
to; RUBES* Pub$ca tlona , 14447 Titus S i,
Dept. E. Panorama City, CA 91402
Or orOm Sam yotM tmiorm BookMorw
PuMSod by O P Putwm'* Son*.

When students go to the
polls on Wednesday and
Thursday to vote for ASl of
ficers they will also be voting
on a bill that will restructure
ASI’s hierarchy.
Bill 89-02 asks for restruc
turing and name changes
within ASl in order to pattern
it more along the lines of a
public benefit corportation,
and not a government body.
Currently, the Associated
Students, Incorporated func
tions as a public benefit cor
poration with the students be
ing the stockholders upon
payment ot their ASl fees.
If the bill is passed the title
of chief executive officer would
be added to the president’s ti
tle, and the vice president’s ti
tle would change to chairman
of the board. The Student
Senate would be renamed the
Board of Directors.
The' chain of command
within ASl would also change,
with the chief of staff (whose
title would change to executive
vice-president) taking over for
the president in his absence.
Presently the vice president
takes over the duties of presi
dent during his absence.
If the president was per
manently unable to fulfill his
duties, there would be an cam
pus wide election to fill the
position.
Cal Poly is one of three CSU
campuses that have not swit
ched over to this type of cor
porate structure.
Copies of the six-page bill
will be available at all polling
locations on Wednesday and
Thursday.

SUMMER JOBS
Make the transition into the business
world selling yellow page advertising for
your campus telephone directory or for
other campus directories nationwide.

EXPERIENCE!
Gain Valuable Experience in Sales,
Advertising, Marketing and Public
Relations.

TRAINING!

< W R O T IK I
Make Our World Your World!

VACATIONS
for 18-35s

Five Day Expense-Paid Sales Training
Program in Chapel Hill, North Clarolina.
Train with 200 other college students from
across the country.

MONEY!
$3,100 Average F.amings for the Ten Week
Sales Period. Opportunity for a Profitable
Summer.

FOR MORF; INFORMATION CONI A(T:
Gullivers Travel, University Student Union

(805) 546-8612

this

A:” I like the way a lot of
senators took the issue back to
their councils and brought back
their opinions. 1 think we should
in the future seek the opinions of
more clubs and organizations on
campus because it was such a
sensitive issue and I heard a lot of
people would have liked to have
spoken about it.”

OPPORTUNITY!
Tour twelve European
countries and cruise the
glorious Greek Islands
on Contiki’s 35 day
European Explorer.
D iscov er fa b le d
Mykonos,

issue

Restructuring
bill on ballot

Q:How would your campaign be
different if you were running
against someone?

The Nilion't
U ffM PuhUihrr
Of (jin p u i
Tdephonr Dtrectoiin

the

Q:What arc your thoughts on

-M. eresa H u f f m a n ,
a
senior political science
major, is running fo r the
position o f A S I vice
president. Her A SI experience in
cludes: student senator, member
o f the Personnel Policy Commit
tee, executive member o f Student
Community services, member o f
Liberal Arts Student council, and
secretary o f the Administrative
Commission.

C0NT1KI OFFERS YOU A HOLIOAY
THATS SMOOTH S A IU N a

handled

Interviewing on Campus:
Wednesday, April 26
Sign-up: Placement Center
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Elections
Ibc 10 percent rise in CSU fees
for next year?

A:‘Mthink we need to develop a
strong lobbying body for the uni
versity system. We need support
behind programs such as one that
is in the development stages that
will guarantee money for the
state university system.”
Q: What are your thoughts on
CAPTURE and its effectiveness
in handling the registration pro
cess?

A:” I believe with any system
we are going to have problems
and with the implementation of
this new system we are faced with
different problems, yet many of
the old problems have been
reduced. 1 think that with the
students and the university work
ing together we can strive to im
prove the system.”
Q:What do your fed was A Sl’s
greatest accomplishment this
year?

A:” l think the Student/Community Liaison Com
mittee has gone a long way in
improving student community
relations.”
Huffman said examples such as
Good Neighboor Day and the
committee that is working toward
building a greek row are two ex
amples of how relations have im
proved.
“ We have been able to progress
towards changing the image of
students in the community’s
eyes.”
Q:What are your thoughts on
the possibility of shortening the
add/drop period to one week?
A;” I believe that most students
need a two-week period to finalize
their schedules.”
Q:What do you feel are your
qualifications for the position of
ASI vice president?
A:” I feel my experience at all
the different levels of the univer
sity including working with clubs,
my school council, as well as Stu
dent Senate, gives me the knowl
edge of how ASI functions and
the experience to understand
student needs. Also, since the
vice president chairs the Person
nel Committee, I feel my experi
ence this year as the only Student
Senate representative on the
committee has given me the op
portunity to learn and understand
the operations of the committtee.”
Q:lf elected, what is something
that you would especially strive
for to gel accomplished in ASI
next year?

COPIES
•

•
•
•
•

V: ” My first and foremost goal
is to the student. 1 hope to in
crease the access of ASI by mak
ing students more aware of the
opportunities available to them. I
also feel that by increasing the
support the student councils get
and encouraging the councils and
the senate to work together, we
can bridge the communication
gap we so often hear about.”

POLLING TIMES A N D PLACES
Voting hour«:
9 a.m. to 4 p.m., Wednesday and Thursday
6 p.m. to 8 p.m., Wednesday
Polling places:
D AY
• Dexter Lawn
• Agriculture Building Bridge, Poly View Drive
• Post Office Kiosk, Via Carta
•Grand Avenue, between UU and Administration
• New Ag Science Building campus store side

Sec ELECTION, page 10

N IG H T
• Library Information desk
• UU, downstairs in front of travel center

ASI CANDIDATES
President
Ricardo Echeverría

School of Engineering
(Choose five)
Apt Chakradeo
John Sakamoto
David Cavalli
Mark Denholm
Alfredo Madas
Scott Flake
Lubos Parobek
John Pugliese
Jeff Johnson

Vice President
Teresa Huffman
Ellen Sanders

Sgnatore
School of Architecture
and Environmental Design
(Choose three)
Gary Landingham
Douglas Crilchfield
George Vangelatos
Matt Wisbey
Jason Bowman
Darrell Rodriguez

School of Agriculture
(Choose five)
Emily Ludeman
Brett Berridge
Steve Holly
Michael Gomes
George DeBoer
Eric Montemagni
Michael Boncich

School of Business
(Choose three)
David Hatcher
Joanna handler
John Butler
Steve Viarengo
Casey Allen
John Moceri
Jim Deslaurier

School o f Science
and Mathematics
(Choose tivo)
Christopher Geiler
Steve Hurley
Eddie Grannis
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Lower Level, University Union
(805) 756-2848

YOUR CAMPUS COPY CENTER

G ardening
Books
selected titles 30% off this week
E lQ ir ia lC ^ B o o k s tD r e

School of Liberal Arts
(Choose three)
Michael McDonald
Leasa Jacobson
Nancy McCormick
Gregory Bertens
Richard Mutell
Janise DeVoe
Burt Bulos
Tracy Less
School o f Professional
Studies and Education
(Choose four)
Angela Saline
Carol Procunier
Poe Allan
Chris Hession
Thomas Hall
Elsbeth Plank

Canon Color Laser Copies
Resume Service
Placement Center Interview/Resume Forms Laser Printed
Personal Accounts-Billed once a month no hassels
Free pickup and delivery on campus

T

Sanders, a senior
agricultural management
major is also running fo r
the position o f A S! vice
president. Her A SI experience in
cludes secretary o f the Agricul
tural Council, student senator,
member o f the DEC committee,
chairman o f the Meal Plan Task
Force, member o f the A d
ministrative Commission and the
Human Resource Committee.

iT

(805) 541-0657
(805)481-1888
(80S) 541-3846

Copeland^s S p o rts
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SPRING
SPORTS SALE

Nostalgia nauseates group;
crusaders sick o f the sixties

L .A . C C A R A R K S B O « S P E C IA L S

All the news
we can stretch out
and all the filler
we can cram in.
O H . BY THE W A Y ...
CLASSIFIED & DISPLAY
A D V E R T IS IN G / 7 5 6 -1 1 4 3

CHICAGO (AP) — Docs The
Big Chill leave you cold? Tired of
hearing “ oldies” older than you
on TV commercials? Three exas
perated young upstarts say,
“ Right on!”
The reminder that the calendar
says 1989 comes from the Na
tional Association for the Ad
vancement of Time — three guys
in their 20s who say “ We want to
end th e'60s in your lifetime.”
“ Let's make nostalgia a thing
of the past!” say these fellows
who’ve had enough of the baby
boom — that huge post-World
War II generation whose sheer
bulk spurred creation of the
retail market for teen-agers,
divided the nation over Vietnam
and now is taking up space
discovering adulthood — mar
riage, careers and babies destin
ed to grow up hearing stories
about Woodstock.
A n ti- n o s ta lg ia
c ru s a d e r
Eugene Dillenburg dismisses
¡baby boomers as “ 50 million
teenagers who never grew up.”
But they won’t go away.
“ There’s so many of them. If
they want to live in their past,
that’s fine — but they’re forcing
ME to live in their past,” gripes
Dillenburg, 29, of Chicago. He
founded NAFTAT with friends
Bruce Elliott of Los Angeles and
John Keeney of New York City.
H ere’s a sam pling from
Dillenburg’s long list of comlaints:
Movies — The Big Chill.
Theater — the revival of Hair.

Television — “ The Wonder
Years.” Print Media — Bob
Greene’s nationally syndicated
Chicago Tribune column.
Books — volumes on the
riotous 1968 Democratic Na
tional Convention in Chicago,
“ as insignificant an event as ever
happened in this country.”
NAFTAT is part of a natural
anti-boomer backlash, according
to
Northwestern
University
sociologist Bernard Beck, who
says any cultural statement that
lasts too long “ seems to generate
resentment.”
By failing to step aside “ the
way it’s supposed to ,’’ the
baby-boom g en eratio n
has
“ thrown out of kilter the ordi
nary succession of generations,”
Beck said.
“ There always has been dis
dain toward this generation
because there’s so many of us in
it,” observed Greene, singled out
by Dillenburg as a sort of arch
b o o m e r.
G re e n e
d e fe n d s
nostalgia, saying readers of all
ages respond to his columns
about the past.
But when Dillenburg and
Elliott got together in 1987 and
discovered their mutual exasper
ation with “ oldies” radio, they
decided it was time to get the
Monkees off their backs.
Dillenburg suggests preserving
what is worth remembering from
the ’60s — the Beatles, Bob
Dylan and the civil rights
movement, for example — and
scrapping the rest.

J

CADDYSHACK
OR
PIZZA?
THAT IS THE
QUESTION!

$2.00 OFF

lir

14" OR 16"
PIZZA

Jr

I THIS COUPON GOOD THRU 4/24/89

Isi
lie

|tc

I

hi

qi

•CflEST PIZZA

in

179 SANTA ROSA 541-2285

sc
le

ôae/cf

VI

in

sr

al

re

B A S E B A LL A SO P TB A LL O O O RBUSTERS
SPECIAL
CROUP
BASEBALL
AHD
BO PTBAU
CLOVES

Set Yourself Apart...
SPECIAL
CROUP
RICH
PBRPORMARCS

next year,
enjoy quiet and privacy at

SO PTBAU
CLOVES

298c?

S9S?

i*

STAFFORD GARDENS

OUR PRICE ON
OTNRR CLOVES

and

PtOM

PUM A
METEOR

SOM tn
1 M 7 for

SEE

RAWUllCS.
SAAlOtMC
MIIUNO. WILSeil
AWD tuoiri!
LO W S R T H A N L IS T
CONVERSE
M I2U N O
M ItU N O
SCORPION
OBVASTATOR
D8VASTATO II
tlATHIt
/. "
liSTVor
■ I

Las Casitas

•7 for

$70

DELUXE

141»

• •>!

19»»
■

« V A PAIR

AND

261»

Copeland’s Sports
San Luis Obispo 543-3663
HOURS: M on-FrI 9:30-6, (Thurs till 9)
sa t 10-7, Sun 10-6

BEDROOM

TO W N H O U SES

OMPtMina«»*«(MPitM1«Men«nn«nB<mfopr»»tft*noMt* reave#««et f Ae«ert PUfCIS COOD THRU 4 24 89

962 Monterey

TWO

ONE

3 blocks from campus

'^mwers
733 Higuera Street
San Luis Obispo, CA

N O W L E A S IN G FO R FALL O U A R T E R
CALL 543-2032 for more information

O F F IC E AT: 1377 S TA FFO R D ST #2, SLO , CA

ui
qi
ct
cc
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Nation
xxon: Spill didn’t boost prices
WASHINGTON (AP) — An Exxon Corp. vice
esident told Congress Monday the recent
askan tanker accident had minimal impact on
soline prices, which in recent weeks showed the
gle largest jump in the history of the American
arket.
But two senators and a California state official
ised questions at a Senate subcommittee about
ether oil companies were engaging in gasoline
ice gouging, planning to reap tax benefits from
anup costs stemming from the Alaskan spill,
d are ill-equipped to handle future oil spills
here.
J.T. McMillan, senior vice president of Exxon,
id the Valdez, Alaska oil spill temporarily afcied the price of crude oil to the West Coast, but
ded: ‘‘Its effect on overall U.S. petroleum prices
as minimal in relation to other factors,” he said.
McMillan said the price of gasoline has been ineasing for several months because the cost of
ude oil has been rising.
He said the onset of the summer driving season
so traditionally causes price hikes. Increased
gulations, higher cost imports and added excise
xes were other contributors to higher prices, he
id.
Sen. Alan Cranston of California, the state hit
ardest by soaring gasoline prices, said Congress
as right to initiate a probe “ to make sure no one
taking advantage of the Alaska oil spill disaster
nd using it as a cover for price-gouging.”
“ According to the U.S. Department of Energy,
e crude oil shortage on the West Coast as a
esult of the Valdez incident was negligible,
mounting to no more than 12 and half million
arrcls of crude or the equivalent of 17 hours of
,S. consumption,” Cranston said.
That loss ‘‘cannot realistically account for the
ecent price escalation,” he said.
McMillan and Cranston testified before the
Senate Energy subcommittee on energy regulation

sew

and conservation, which is trying to find out if
there has been price gouging by the oil companies
following Exxon’s 10 million gallon oil spill into
Prince William Sound on March 24.
“ You have an amazing burden of proof to con
vince the American people that the oil companies
didn’t exploit the Valdez accident,” Sen. Howard
Metzenbaum, D-Ohio, chairman of the subcommit
tee, told McMillan.
Gray Davis, California state controller, testified
that gasoline prices in California escalated two to
three times as much as other parts of the nation
since the oil spill three weeks ago, including rises
of as much as 49 cents per gallon in Los Angeles.
“ This dramatic price increase cannot be explain
ed by market forces,” Davis said, “ The oil industry
is trying to profit from its own incompetence.”
Davis also said the oil industry is totally un
prepared to handle an oil spill disaster occurring
off the coast of California. He said his deputy and a
delegation from the California State Lands Com
mission went to Alaska, and learned that only a
fraction of the equipment and supplies promised by
the Alyeska oil consortium to clean up an oil spill
actually were available.
“ The lesson of Valdez is clear,” Davis said. “ We
cannot trust oil companies to keep their word. I
call upon President Bush to personally inspect the
oil disaster at Valdez. He should go there to see the
chaos in the cleanup effort and the devastating
environmental damage.”
Metzenbaum also criticized Exxon’s plan to
deduct the costs of cleaning up the spill from the
taxes they pay the federal government.
“ For every dollar they (Exxon) spend, the tax
payer will pick up 34 cents,” said Metzenbaum.
“ Why shouldn’t Exxon foot the bill?”
McMillan said the deduction was a legitimate
business loss allowed by the government. He also
said Exxon was paying people to help with the
cleanup and the taxes they pay on those Exxon
wages should make up most of the difference.

p <>// shows

abortion ban
won *t Stop U. S. women

NEW YORK (A P ) — legal?” Eighty-seven percent
Though a sizable minority of said the women would go to
ad u lts oppose a b o rtio n s, another state.
The survey nonetheless
Americans overwhelmingly be
lieve that banning them would found its closest split on the
do little to curtail them, a question of a constitutional
M edia G en eral-A sso ciated amendment to make abortions
illegal except in cases of rape,
Press survey has found.
With the U.S. Supreme incest or to save the life of the
Court poised to reconsider the mother: Fifty percent were op
issue next week, the national posed and 44 percent in favor,
poll found support for legal a division within the poll’s
abortion ranging from 50 per margin of error.
cent to 65 percent of the 1,108
No amendment with those
adults polled, depending on the provisions is before Congress,
question posed.
but they are the terms Presi
Fifty-three percent, for ex dent Bush has said he would
ample, were in favor of the support.
court’s 1973 ruling legalizing
Because the wording of
abortion in the first three questions on such a sensitive
months of pregnancy. If the issue can affect the results, the
court reversed itself and let poll posed the matter in a
each state make its own abor variety of ways. The findings
tion law, 57 percent would on basic attitudes toward
want abortion legal in their abortion were similar in other
recent surveys.
state.
One question asked: “ Should
Moreover, large majorities
said outlawing abortion would abortion be legal as it is now;
fail to prevent it from occurr legal only in such cases as
ing — an argument used by rape, incest, or to save the life
those who argue many women of the mother; or should it not
would have unsafe illegal abor be permitted at all?” Fifty
tions if the operation were percent said legal as now, 39
percent said legal in some
banned.
The poll asked: “ If abortion cases, 7 percent said ban it and
were illegal in your state, do the rest were unsure.
CBS News and The New
you think that would stop
most women there who want York Times have asked the
abortions from having them, or same poll question since 1985,
would most of them go to tracking a slight increase in
another state where it was support for current law.

Wright denies House rules violations
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
House ethics committee, with
Democrats
and
Republicans
united, formally charged Speaker
Jim Wright Monday with 69 vio
lations of the chamber’s rules in
cluding what the panel’s chair
man called “ a scheme to evade”
limits on outside earnings.
After a 10-month, $1.5 million
investigation, the committee of
six
D e m o c ra ts
and
six
Republicans voted unanimously
to issue a report finding “ reason
to believe” the Texas Democrat
had run afoul of House rules re
quiring reporting of gifts, barr
ing acceptance of gifts from per
sons with a direct interest in
legislation and limiting outside
earned income.
“ I know in my heart 1 have not
violated any of the rules of that
institution,” Wright said in a
speech to a labor meeting shortly
after the ethics report was
released.
He said he had asked “ very
urgently, very earnestly” for a
quick meeting with the the
committee “ to confront them, to
confront the allegations head-on.

face-to-face.”
At a news conference, commit
tee chairman Rep. Julian Dixon,
D-Calif., emphasized that Wright
is presumed innocent until the
charges are proven, and he
underscored that proving them
requires a much higher weight of
evidence than the step taken
Monday, which is the panel’s
equivalent of an indictment.
The move set in motion a series
of steps in which Wright can de
fend himself and the panel must
prove with “ clear and convinc
ing” evidence that the violations
occurred. That is likely ultimate
ly to throw the matter before the
full House, where Wright’s posi
tion as the nation’s highest
elected Democrat, or even his
House seat, could be on the line.
Wright immediately began his
defense in earnest, operating
what one supporter. Rep. Charles
Wilson, D-Texas, called “ a war
room” out of his office. “ At some
point we’ve got to start figuring
out who’s on our side and who’s
on the other side,” Wilson said.
Wilson predicted Wright would
win on the floor, “ losing a few

cowardly Democrats and picking
up some brave Republicans.”
The most serious allegation
against Wright, that he accepted
some $145,0(X) in gifts over a
10-year period from George
Mallick, a Fort Worth developer,
also had the narrowest margin of
support on the ethics committee.

Moke up to $300 or more at one group
meeting. Student Organizations, trots
and sororities needed to conduct
marketing project at your next meeting.
CaU 1-800-950-8472 ext. 110.

Ilc s S a u re n « / C e n M n a

We dare you to
try our 60 oz.
MARGARITAS!

For those who are turning 21 o r___
Maya's has something special for YO U
Breakfast • Lunch • Dinner
1761 Monterey St.
San Luis Obispo

SIDEWALK

CONCI

Membership Drive
6 p.m.
Thursday, April 20

For a wide variety of Cal Poly
clothing at reasonable prices
starting at just $2.99,

Ü.Ü. 220

come to El Corral Bookstore's

UPCOMING

EVENTS

Magical Mystery Tour
Sat. April 29
The Fixx
Sun. May 14

April18,19&20
9:00 am-3:00pm
Daily Specials!

Sidewalk Clothing Sale!

EICbrral
Bcx>kstore

The sale is located in the
Textbook Refund Area behind
the bookstore and across
from the Sandwich Plant.
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LESS THAN

3750

CHANCES
LEFT
TO CHANGE
THE
WORLD

N o t everyone is cut out to change the w orld. A fter all.
it takes education, skills and a spare tw o years.
Also a willingness to w o rk. H ard.
This year 3 ,7 5 0 Am ericans will join the Peace Corps to
do just that. They'll do things like build roads, plant forests
and crops, teach English, develop small businesses, train com 
m unity health workers, or even coach basketball. However,
w h at they'll be doing isn't half as im portant as the fact that
they'll be changing a little piece of the w o rld .. .fo r the better.
And w hen they return, these 3 ,7 5 0 Am ericans will find
that experience doing hard w o rk will have another benefit.
It's exactly w h at their next em ployers are looking for.
So, give the Peace Corps your next tw o years. And
while you're out changing the w orld, you'll also be making
a place in it for yourself.

Tuesday
,
• l e t your creativity flow!
Craft classes are still available
through the Craft Center.
•A slide show and discussion
on Puerto Rican culture will
show at 11 a.m., UU room 220.

Peace Tour. This is an education/organizing project tour on
warfare,
m ilitarization
and
hunger in Africa. At 5 pm four
speakers from the tour will speak
in Chumash Auditorium. A
reception will follow. For more
information call 756-1405.

• Volunteers are needed for the
SLO Criterium. For information
call 549-7305.

•Get involved! ASI elections will
be held tomorrow and Thursday.

Wednesday
•The African Peace Commit
tee, a coalition of 13 groups, will
present the 4th annual African

•M anum ission, the campus
men’s forum will present “ Stress
and Men’s Roles,’’ a lecture and
discussion at 3 p.m. in FOB 24B.

ELECTION
From page 7
Q:How do you feel the senate
handled the condom issue this
year?

A:“ I believe the decision that
was made reflected how the stu
dents felt. The senators did an
excellent job of communicating
to ti.eir school councils and rep
resenting the students within
their schools equally. The stu
dents were informed and many of
them took the time to voice their
opinions.”
QrWhat are your thoughts on
the 10 percent rise in CSII fees
for next year?

A:“ It’s sad that they give us
this increase and don’t explain
why. The effect of this is going to
come in the future. If ASI asks
for a fee increase (in the future),
students may be reluctant to
give up more of their money.
This eSU increase is one that
will go to the state university
system, not to the Associated
Students of Cal Poly.’’
Q:What are your thoughts on
CAPTl'RK and its effectiveness
in handling the registration pro
cess?

A:‘T m happy with it. Per
sonally, 1 think students have
had to be patient with the first
quarters. It’s positive in the

sense that you haven’t had 40
people in a classroom hoping for
a spot. One complaint I hear
from students is that they can’t
get through as fast on home lines
as they can on campus phones.
Maybe this problem can possibly
be dealt with by installing more
phones on campus.’’
Q:What are your thoughts on
the possibility of shortening the
add/drop period to one week?

A:“ l think it needs to remain
at two weeks, students are in
support of it remaining at two
weeks and I think it gives them
adequate time to get the sched
ule that they need.’’
Q:What do you feel are your
:|ualificalions for the positon of
\S I vice president?

A:“ l think I am a leader and I
im approachable. The ASI
deepresident has to be able to
ead the senate while at the same
ime being unbiased to the
issues. The vice president must
also be able to communicate and
make students feel comfortable
and I think that 1 possess these
qualities. I’ve had experience
chairing a senate meeting and
working with my fellow senators
which are two important responsiblities of the vice president.’’

ON CAMPUS TODAY & TOMORROW
INFO BOOTH: University Union Plaza, 9am - 3pm
FILM SEMINARS AND DISCUSSIONS:
MEET RETURNED PEACE CORPS VOLUNTEERS TONIGHT
from 8-10pm University Union Room 219
BREAKING THE HUNGER CHAIN:
PEACE CORPS AGRICULTURE OPPORTUNITIES
A Special Seminar, TOMORROW from 7-9pm
Erhart Agricultural Building Room 206
INTERVIEWS: Tuesday, May 9
Career Placement Center
APPLICATION MUST BE COMPLETED
PRIOR TO INTERVIEW
SENIORS-APPLY NOW!
For applications or more information contact your
Peace Corps Campus Representative
in the Ag Building #10, Room 217, (805) 756-5017,or
call the Peace Corps Area Office at (213) 209-7444 ext. 673

♦V-

PEACECORPSE

STIU.THET0UGHESTJ0BY0UUEVERL0VL

EICbrral
Bookstore
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ONE DOLLAR COUPON

RUSH
From paite I
three years I think Rush will be
c o mp l e t e l y
dry,”
sai d
VanderHorst.
The decision on Tuesday did
have input from school ad
ministration.
"We got a little pressure from
administration. Not too much,
but some,” said VanderHorst.
According to Alberstcin, there
are other advantages to having a
dry Rush. With other campuses
having problems associated with
Rush such as drunk driving and
even death. Cal Poly may be
avoiding future problems.
"This is a proactive rather
than a reactive measure," said
Alberstein.
"We want to get rid of the beer
drinking image. By having a dry
second week it portrays a
healthier image of what frater
nities are all about at this school;
serving the community, not
drinking beer," said Alberstein.
Also, he explains, fraternities
will know that students who
show up at the fraternity during
Rush, will be interested in the
fraternity and not just partying.

EIGDrrai
Bookstore

GOOD TOWARDS
PURCHASE OF...

ONE COUPON PER ITEM
no cash value

ONE

all KODAK film
print/slide/black&white
in stock

DOLLAR OFF

prinl/slide/blackS white
Offer valid only with coupon
Expires: April 22, 1989

ÍX-

F-,'

ONE DOLLAR0FF>
with coupon

California Polytechnic State University
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Classified
C am pus ^ u b s

^

ATTENTION GOLDEN KEY MEMBERS'!
Ybu don1 want to m«M the mtg
today--Ag 214 1 tarn

^
HAPPY 22ND!I
CRAIG ROBERT GOOWM
ALL THE BEST. YOUR FRIEND

LOST Calculator HP28 Reward
No Questions asked 549-9162

GLBU meet* every Tuea 7pm FOB 24B
SKI TEAM MEETING WED AT 6PM
Last chance to ptek up shirts
Meet at Van's • 1852 Uma 543-9279
THE MOST ACTIVE CLUB ON CAMPUS

WATER SKI CLUB

MTG VWd 4/19 7 30pm Bktg 52 Rm E27
GET WET PARTY-POLY ROYAL-TRIPS4
TOURNAMENTS-NEW MEMBERS WEL
COME
■ALL ABLITY LEVELS-WE TEACH'!
COME CHECK US OUT'!

***A M A ***
GUEST SPEAKER BOB CULLITON
FROM ZENITH DATA SYSTEMS TUES
11 00AM ARCH 225!!

SKI TEAM MEETING WED AT 6PM
Last chance to pick up shirts
Meet at Van's: 1852 Lima 543-9279

Planned Parenthood of SLO
177 Santa Rosa 549-9446
FOR WOMEN AND MEN
Confidential, affordable
reproductive health care

I NEED GRADUA
TION TICKETS!
PLEASE, I AM
BEGGING -SELL
ME YOURS 5460852 PLEASE!!

TAU BETA PI

OOH SHARI BABY
HAPPY BIRTHDAY
WE LOVE YOU!
J.K.M.4P.

ENGINEERING HONOR SOCIETY
MEETING TUES APRIL 18 BLDG.11-104
INITIATES 5PM ACTIVES 6PM

FIRST ANNUAL W OMEN'S SYMPOSIUM
STRATEGIES FOR SUCCESSFUL
CAREER WOMEN
F rid ^ May 5, 1989 Embassy Suites
Registration Begins April 12
School of Business Building 2-127

M

u s t a n g D a il y
C l a s s if ie d s

HAS A CONVENIENT DROP BOX
LOCATED AT THE U.U. INFO DESK.
THE ADS WILL BE PICKED UP EACH
DAY AT 10AM

Teresa
Huffman
FOR
ASI Vice President

TUTORS NEEDED FOR ALL CAL POLY
ACADEMIC COURSES
CONTACT: TUTOR REFERRAL SERVICE
CHASE HALL ROOM 101
TELEPHONE 756-1256_________________
VOTE
FRED MACIAS
ASI SENATE

VOTE FOR

GEORGE VANGELATOS
SCHOOL OF ARCH AND ENV DESIGN
VOTE FOR

CHRISTOPHER
GEILER
SENATOR
SOSAM

Jf

PLEASE
Whoever called me aboul finding
my waHat-caH back! I don't
know who you are. This is very
■important'
Ruth Livermore
LOST Calculator HP28 Reward
No Questions asked 549-9162
Lost Gold Necklace nr Crandall
Gym 4/6 Thursday Reward 756-3823

I NEED GRADUATION TICKETSIt
PLEASE, I AM B E G G tIQ - SELL
ME YOURS. 546-0852 PLEASEII

GOVERNMENT JOBS $16.040-59.230/YR
Now hirino Call 1-805-687-6000
Ext R-10081 for current federal
list
IF YOU ARE NTERESTED »4 BECOMWG A SUMMER 1989- RESCENT
ADVISOR W CAL POLY RESCENCE
HALLS.JOW US AT ONE OF THE
FOUOW »4Q INFORMATION SESSIONS;
Apnl 19. 1989
9p.m. Sequoia Hall
April 24,1989
9pm Tenaya Hall
IF YOU WOULD LIKE MORE INFOR
MATION, CALL THE RESOENT
STUDENT DEVELOPMENT OFFICE AT
756-3396
Students needed to work in A/V
video production pool on an as
need basis. Expenerx» prefer
red, but not necessary. Dependibility a must!! Applications
taken in basement of BAAE RM 25
from 9 to noon.

MA HONEY, KATRINA,HAPPY S U tll
SEÑORA, YOU LOOK 41. HUBBYJON

SWE

Mt April 18 S ci N rm.213 at 6
p m officer elec & refreshments

FOUND BLK LEATHER JKT CALL 546
OeeS.DESCRCE____________________

CAL POLY
GREEKS!

During Greek Wsek your Fraternity
or Sorority can advertise Display
Ads in the Mustang Daily for a
SPECIAL RATE. Call 756-1143

ALPHA PHI CONGRATS OUR NEW
INITIATESMWE'RE PROUD TO HAVE
ALL OF YOU AS ACTIVESII
DT & THETA CHIHEADBANGER'S BALL RAGEDIII
YOU GUYS ARE HOTII LOVE A-PHI
CONGRATULATIONS to Gamma Phi’s
newest initiates: Stephanie,Buffy.
Elizabeth,Kathleen,Karen,Krista,F Jenny,and
Hilarie

IQRAOUATESI
ASI Approved official class photograpfwrs. Call for appointments7 7 2 ^ 1 otrm 218U.U.(4/17-4/21)
Bnng him to his knees with a
little strip-taasel Cat 772-5809__________
DO YOU WANNA DANCE7I
CALL KCPR AT 544-4640 AND
W E’LL BRING THE PARTY M A C H fC
TO YOU!

To my ZTA pledge sisters:
We're going to make the Phi
pledge class the best ever!
Zeta Love and mine, DUBIE__________

VOTEFOR

GEORGE VANGELATOS
SCHOOL OF ARCH AND ENV DESIGN

Lyre Week is here AXO Omicronslll!
We love you! The Actives
VOTE FOR

JOANNA BANDLER
ASI SENATOR
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

UNIVEGA 12-SPEED. $75. OLYMPUS
POCKET 35-MM CAMERA. $35 STEW
541-4596.
YAMAHA KEYBOARD. NEW $225. WILL
SELL FOR $125 543-9178

7 9 SUZUKI QS425 WITH HELMET,
HANDBOOK AND GLOVES. $250
543-9178
PAPER CHASE WORD PROCESSWG
CALL KAREN AT 544-2690_____________
PROTOTYPE WORD PROCESSWG
CALL PATTY 544-1783

STICKY FINGERS W ORD PROCESSING
CALL DAYNA 544-1417

NISHIKI PRESTIGE (road bike)
12-speed, 543-1664 ask for Mike

AFFORDABLE HOUSWG
PRIVATE OR SHARED ROOM
CALL 544-7772 EVENINGS 772-3927

FURNISHED ROOM FOR RENT
50 FT FROM CAL POLY
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATLY FOR TWO
MALES.ONLY $140/MO
Jump on it fast because it wool
last long!
Call Dino 546-8554

NOW ACCEPTING 10 AND 12 MONTH
LEASES BEGINNING JUNE OR SEPT
FOR THREE BEDROOM APTS 543-1450
EVES 544-1023

STUCK HERE 4
THE SUMMER?

Never fear! 2BDRM Duplex
sublet avail. 6/19 $525/mo NEG
10 min from Poly, backyard,
wash.mach. Call Alison or
Donna x1143 days, 544-3716 eve.
'/2 bdrm townhouses.Walk to PolyPool,sauna,laundry,For more info
call 543-2032

3 biks from Campus,one and Two
bedrm Townhouse,pool,sauna
laundry Rm 543-2032 avail Fall

AAAIBEST PRICED CONDOS A HOMES
LISTED FREE INFORMATION PACKET
AVAILABLE. ON CAMPUS CALLMARGUERITE CENTURY 21 541-3432
BUYING A HOUSE OR CONDO? For a
FREE LIST of all the least
expensive houses A condos for sale
in SLO CALL Steve Nelson 543-8370
and leave message.Farrell Smyth.Inc

71 VW Super Bug/Tangerine Orange
VG COND/$1200 Firm/772-4580 EVES.
Two Bedroom.twobath with two
car garage.great location all
for $115.000.00 Call 543-6361

I NEED
GRADUATION
TICKETS!!

PLEASE, I AM BEGGING - SELL
ME YOURS 546-0852 PLEASE!!

CONGRATULATIONS to Marlein, Tanny,
& Jen - new initiates of AON!!__________
ELLEN SANDERS and JOANNA BANDLER
Good luck with elections!
Your Gamma Phi sisters are behind ,
you all the way!_________ _

Oueensize waveless waterbed axe.
Condition, Heater, LInerSFrame
$125- Call 543-2307__________________

5bdr. summer rent house-big backyd.
wash/dryer, furriished 541-9505
MUST SEE call soon to arrange

EAR PIERCING $10 per pair
includes earrings THE GOLD
CONCEPT 740 Higuera 544-1088

CUSTODIAL JOB
NEED ONE GOOD WORKER FOR LIGHT
CLEANING. FOR DETAILS CALL
CHILDREN CENTER 756-1267.

$220 own room in house
non-smoking female needed
big backyard, washer/dryer
close to Poly 544-2852______________
2 rms avail in 3 bdrm hse.females
only.w/d,utils pd,no pets,smokers
320&dep. 543-1831 leave message
Begin your Summer quarter living in
a beautiful townhouse located in
Laguna area.Call Ruth 543-1522.
(female rm mate)-reasonable rent.
I am going on Co op and must rent
my room Share large room in a
large two bedrm appartment close
to Poly. Available NOW! 544-2465 __
Room 4 Rent townhouse own Room
Aprll-June only 312.50/mo.
Close to Poly Call 541-9237.
ROOM FOR RENT ON RANCH
OKAY FOR SPRING QTR ONLY
PETS OKAY. $225. 541-3503

DOUGLAS RANCH CAMPS hiring counselors/instructors for summer in
Carmel Valley. 4/20. See Place
ment Center.

ROOM FOR RENT FEMALE 285/MO
CLOSE TO TOWN AND POLY
CALL 544-3751 (LAURIE)
_

Firefighters needed tor US Forest
service contract handcrew.The
crew responds to fires throughout
the west from June til September
Interested? Call Kevin 541-4681

Male Roommate needed
2 BDRM HOUSE dose to Poly
Washer/Dryer $250 per mo. plus util.
No Animals CALL Thom 541-8667

ROOM FOR RENT

Business
Directory
California style CHEESECAKE
is tor sale by the slice in the
dairy section at the campus store
Vanilla.Chocolate.Cherry.Amaretto

PROFESSIONAL RESUME SERVICE
Laser prints ;fast service 546-0844
RESUMES,GRAPHICS,LASER PRINTS
Dreamscape Does IT! 541-6234

C.W. Lavelle Secretarial Services
Studi disc Quality work 528-5630
RAR WORD PROCESSING 544-2591
(RONA) Serving Cal Poly for 14yrs
LASER PRINTER/Studt.F
Rates By Appt
RESUMES, Senior Projects A Morel
Laser Printer - Laura-549-8966
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South Yorkshire police criticized
for handling of stadium disaster
SHEFFIELD.

England

(AP)

— Criticism increased Monday
into the police handling of the
soccer stadium disaster that kill
ed 94 fans, and the government
launched its own inquiry and
said it may ban standing-roomonly sections.
Officials and fans accused the
South Yorkshire police o f letting
thousands o f late arrivals into
Hillsborough stadium — and
then responding too slowly when
the surging crowd was crushed
against a steel anti-riot fence in
one o f the standing-room-only
terraces.
H om e Secretary
D o u g la s
Hurd, speaking to a hushed
House o f Commons, said the in
quiry headed by Lord Justice

Taylor would begin work Tues
day and “ make recommendations
about the needs of crowd control
and safety at sports grounds.“
“ We have to set our sights
high and find a better way for
British football (soccer),“ Hurd
said. “ We owe a duty to these
passionate supporters of football
to exami ne
urgently
and
thoroughly the causes and
background and to do all in our
power to prevent such a thing
happening again.“
Hurd told the Commons the
decision of a senior police officer
to open the gate because he
“ considered that there was a
possible danger to the lives of
the spectators at the front“
would be a central question for
investigators.

Hillsborough gatekeeper Jack
Stone told the Sheffield Star he
refused police orders to open the
outer gate and was forced to
hand over his keys to a police in
spector.
“ I handed the keys to him and
told him it was his responsibility
and not mine,“ Stone was quoted
as saying.
Liverpool fan Stephen Mitton,
who was caught in the crush
outside the gate, told BBC-TV:
“ The steward put his hand on
the gate and said. ‘Don’t open it.’
The police said, ‘Open the gate.
There’s going to be a crush.’
Then two police officers opened
the gate.”
The crush was so great, Mitton
said, that fans fell on the floor
and people climbed over them.
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Chinese students
march in mourning
BEIJING (AP) — Thousands of students marched in Beijing and
Shanghai on Monday to mourn the death of Hu Yaobang. an
outspoken Communist Party chief, and a new student poster at
tacked senior leader Deng Xiaoping.
“ He (Deng) clearly is not as good as Mao (Tse-tung), but he should
learn from Mao and be careful not to repeat Mao’s last years,” said
the poster scrawled in black ink on a sheet of newspaper at Beijing
University.
, .
. ,
, ,.
In his last decade of life, Mao launched the violent, leftist Cultural
Revolution that cost thousands of lives, destroyed families and
careers and left the economy in shambles.
The poster blamed Deng for the 1987 ouster of Hu. a reformer, on
charges of being too liberal and failing to halt nationwide pro
democracy student protests. Hu’s death Saturday has triggered the
largest outpouring of student discontent since those protests.
More than 6(X) students from Beijing’s Political Science and Las%
College marched in Hu’s honor from their campus to Tiananmen
Square, the symbolic center of power in China.
While a crowd of thousands looked on, they placed two huge
funeral wreaths to Hu at the monument to revolutionary martyrs in
the square and sang the “ Internationale,” the socialist anthem.
“ Hu Yaobang. we will never forget you!” they chanted. “ Long
live democracy, long live freedom, down with bureaucratism,
eliminate corruption!”
Hundreds of Beijing residents crowded around the monument late
into the night, reading the streamers on the wreaths.
Police made no effort to stop the march, although police permits
for demonstrations are required.
“ It’s not a political demonstration so we didn’t think we needed to
get permission,” said one student.
Another student said they were not just honoring Hu. but show
ing discontent with China’s political system. “ We are a republic in
name, but in reality we have a dictatorship,” he said.
In Shanghai, more than 1,000 students marched through the
streets late Sunday and early Monday, singing former odes to Mao
but substituting Hu’s name.

THOMPSON
From Commentary page

was Meese, last week, who loosed
the hounds of hell once again
with his straight-faced testimony
at North’s trial that “ higherups” were, indeed, involved from
the very beginning. And nobody
called him a liar this time, either.
“ There are many cannons on
the deck,” as the Prophet Booar
has said, and Ed Meese is
definitely one of them. He has
been babbling like a brook from
the start. ... But his testimony
will be AS. that of a tree falling in
the forest, unheard, compared to

This is prime time ibr
choosing ArtCarved
Because now—and only
now—can you get sav
ings like these on the
finest college ring. Every
gold ArtCarved style is
on sale—horn 10K...to
l4K...tol8K, the truly
elite choice. Note the
date, time and place for
this special sale. We’ll
see you there!

MONDAY D1NNER= Chicken & Fries $3.99!
TUESDAY DINNER:: Pish & Chips
$3.99!
WEDNESDAY DINNER= HUGE, famous
Brewery Burger (as seen on TV).
$2.99!
“We make
our own
brew!”

2 for 1 BEERS!
Fm not even a
Business Major,
but I know a
good deal when I
see one. Huck
Huck.

Ring Days are from 4/17-21 and 4/28-29
ArtCarved w ill be on cam pus for P oly R oyal 4/28-29
E3.

ElGDirol

No more of that “ Semper Fi"
business. Ollie doesn’t wear his
uniform any more. If Meese was
a loose cannon, then Oliver North
is a loose tank. And he never
really liked George Bush any
way.
Welcome to Smoking Gun
Country. ... We’ve been here be
fore.

Upstairs 1119 Garden St. SLO 543-1843

The Quality.
The Craftsmanship.
T heR eu a rd \bu D esene.

D eposit required

the hammer-and-tong symphony
that Brendan Sullivan will be
playing for Judge Gerhard Gescll
as the North trial comes to
crunch time.

Bcx>kslDre

HAPPY HOUR &
A HALF! 2 fo r i!
5:3G-7pin, Mon-Sat!
REVERSE HAPPY HOUR
with $1.50 Nachos and
$2 OFF PITCHERS!
lOpm-Midnight, Thur-Sat
Brewster, the SLO Brew Turt

